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Should I just go to an emergency room?
So for the past week I have been getting chest pain that's on and off extremely weak I couldn't even
wash my clothes without getting weak after I also get shortness of breath that last for a long while and
most of the time it's without chest pain one day I slept on the right side and my chest started to... show
more
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Relevance

*

* At 20 years old, it's unlikely to be heart disease. It could be pneumonia, a pulmonary
embolism (blood clot), or as mentioned before a pneumothorax. Chest pains with shortness of
breath should be considered a potentially dangerous finding. Go to the ER and get checked out
* Source(s):20 years as a Paramedic
* reddfrog · 12 hours ago
*3
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* If it was me I'd get myself taken to the ER just in case it isn't a Pulmonary Embolism or
more likely a small Pneumotohorax (little hole in the lung lining). What you describe is part of your
respiratory system not working.
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* They won't be annoyed with you for time wasting, in fact you will have saved loads of
time and money if it actually is something they need to treat sooner rather than later
* Landshark · 12 hours ago
*3
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* I would go my dad had these symptoms and was diagnostic with pancreatic cancer! He
lives 12 years with it! Go!now go go go!
* Candy · 13 hours ago
*2
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* 1 comment
* Report Abuse
*
* see a dr
* Mrs Malcolm · 12 hours ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
*
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How do I stop masturbating?
I am a male in my teen years who started masturbating at 13. I vividly remember being very shocked
and angry after the first time I did it. For religious and moral reasons I have wanted to quit for a long
time. It makes me feel terrible about myself and I feel paranoid that someone might find out. Everytime
I think... show more
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*

* Like so many other teenaged boys your religion has done a real good job of guilt tripping
you. Masturbation is a natural and normal thing to do. All males, with very rare exceptions,
masturbated during their teens. All those religious clerics masturbated when they were your age.
Most probably still do to a much lesser degree. It does not matter if they are a priest, rabbi,
minister or whatever..... they all masturbated during their teens. Of course now that they have
become a religious cleric and are much older, they preach to you it is a sin. Neither God or Jesus
ever condemned anyone because they masturbated. The men that wrote the bible tells us it is
wrong, but God did not dictate the words they wrote. The bible is a huge collection of scriptures
written by ordinary, opinionated and ignorant(not "stupid", there is a difference) men. Most of
these were the same men thought the earth was flat and that you cured people by bleeding them
and that some people were demons and witches. Read some of the passages written by
Leviticus. Just masturbate in moderation.
* Bryan · 1 day ago
*5
* Thumbs up
*
*2
* Thumbs down
* 1 comment
* Report Abuse
*
* If you manage to stop for more than 2 months, you will find it get easier and easier. As to
how to get that far without the addictive withdrawal symptoms dragging you back in, you need
some sort of shock. A physical trauma, an emotional trauma. You're too young, I wouldn't
recommend an extended fast, you could do damage to yourself and stunt your growth. There are
definitely some drugs that kill sexual desire but I think the safe ones need a prescription and good
luck finding anyone else to agree with you and admit that it's even OK for you to not WANT to.
Just look at the other answers here, they have no respect for what you want, they're all just saying
"it's ok, you shouldn't be ashamed" or "it's a crime that your religion has guilted you about this".
That's the response you're going to get in general. It's a taboo to say anything negative about it.
7

And it IS addictive, the more you do it, the more you have to do it. They say nitrates will do it but
that's dangerous too I'm sure, I didn't research it, I have only heard that saltpeter will kill your
libido but I know it's also unhealthy to consume too many nitrates.
* Thisisnota · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*2
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* What you gotta do is just, stop masturbating and watching porn. It's hard yeah but you
gotta take control whenever I do it I feel like **** after and I use that thought of how I feel after and
how im going to pleasure my gf if all I do is masturbate. when I'm about to jack off I think of those
things so I don't do it. Talk to your gf if she's interested in being sexually active with you. Don't
watch porn without masturbating either, don't masturbate and stop half way cuz that's bad too it's
called "edging", don't masturbate at all if you want keep it like once a week but I suggest you don't
do it at all. It feels great if you stop for a while but don't go back into it.
* Source(s):Me
* Alex · 17 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
* You are finding it difficult to break the habit because what you're doing is nature's way of
releasing the tension in your body. If you don't masturbate, if you repress the desire, then the
tension will simply come out in some other way.
*
* No one in 2016 seriously thinks that masturbation is immoral, sinful, unhealthy or
harmful. Sure, a small number of churches have yet to get with the program, but most intelligent,
reasoning adults know and expect that kids will masturbate --- because they did when they were
teenagers.
*
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* So, I suggest you stop trying to force your body to do something it doesn't want to do,
and accept that you will masturbate most days until you're married (and even then you might

continue - many married men do masturbate). Stop tormenting yourself with nonsensical and old
fashioned ideas that it's wrong or unhealthy. It isn't.
* Anonymous · 1 day ago
*2
* Thumbs up
*
*1
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Hey,
* A lot of people Masturbate. Despite of what people say or tell you, it is a normal, natural
thing. It is merely "Solo Sex" or "Self Pleasure". No reason to feel bad, or embarrassed about it. It
is not taboo, or a bad thing. inforeplyto@yahoo.com to chat more. It is just doing what comes
natural. You are not the only one who has these types of feelings. I myself Masturbate, and have
only felt bad maybe the first time or two. Lol! Hey, ya gotta do what ya gotta do! As long as it
doesn't interfere with things like Family, Friends, School, Work, Sports, Events, Etc, It shouldn't be
a problem. Hope this helps. Talk to ya soon. Good Luck!
* inforeplyto · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* your addicted and there was a great article of all places in TIME magazine of young
people just like you that have done this since about the age that your referring to that are
experiencing a form of impedance when actually having actual sex. You need help with getting
this back to more of a normal state, so the people above are right that some masturbation is
"normal" but your story sounds like what I read in that article. Look at the article in Psychology
today Tyger Latham, Psy,D. May 3, 2012. I think there is something there that is the by product of
porn on the internet.
* Paul · 19 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
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*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* I think rather than putting energy into forcing yourself to stop doing something that you
clearly do enjoy, you should examine your mind.
* See if you can figure out WHY you think that masturbation is "dirty and terrible".
*
* You didn't say what religious faith you follow. I can assure you that I've read the Christian
Bible from cover to cover and the only reference to anything even similar as masturbation is
Onanism, which is actually referencing coitus interruptus.
*
* You certainly aren't alone in struggling morally because you've been lead to believe that
something, which seems to come naturally to all men, is taboo.
* Phil · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* I have always favored the rubber band method for quitting a terrible habit. Put two rubber
bands around each wrist. When the urge to indulge in the terrible habit comes up you snap the
first rubber band on your left wrist, count to 10 slowly, and then snap the second rubber band on
your left wrist. Count to 10 slowly and check if the urge is still present If it is follow the same steps
above using the rubber bands on the right wrist. Keep alternating wrists until the urge disappears.
*
* This practice seems to satisfy your needs as you do not have to tell anyone what you are
doing, there is no need to visit a specialist, and it does not cost anything. Just keep following this
practice whenever this urge appears and soon you will be able to achieve your goal.
* Arthur Dent · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
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*1
* Thumbs down

* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* The religious and moral reasons you speak of are well out of date. They were made up in
times when people did not understand the importance of masturbation in maintaining a healthy
reproductive system. Religion used to believe that it was immoral to enjoy yourself and that
enjoyment was the work of the devil trying to lead you to him. There was a time even having
flowers in your garden was considered religiously bad and the work of the devil. Sexual acts were
not to be enjoyed especially by women and the old saying for women was to lay back and do it for
Britain. This meant they were not allowed to enjoy sex but had to do it to make babies to make a
good population to make a country strong. Sex was supposed to be just for making babies and
not to actually just enjoy doing it. Therefor as you can imagine masturbation was very frowned
upon and to help dissuade boys from masturbating stories of sickness, loss of strength, and
madness were invented. Some stupid people still believe that masturbating has negative side
effects or is morally wrong but the fact masturbation for males is an instinctive action designed by
nature to keep your sex organs exercised and sexually healthy and ready for sex to give you the
best chance of getting a female pregnant. They say 98% of boys masturbate and the other 2%
just make out they don't, but there are very small percentage of teenage guys who have been
taught so well that masturbation will send them to hell that they fear it so much they won't do it.
* Masturbation is important for you so stop this belief that you will suffer in some way for
doing it. Believe me all your school friends are doing it but of course they are likely too
embarrassed to admit it. There is still a stigma in society still lingering from those stupid days
where the belief that beauty and pleasure were the devils work that even though we know virtually
every sexually healthy young guy masturbates most still will not admit it.
* You are doing as nature intended to keep yourself sexually healthy so relax and allow
your body to do what it was designed to do.
* Fred · 7 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* It's not an easy habit to break but like someone else said, if you can just get through a
couple months it gets easier. If you can't stop watching porn I suggest giving away your
smartphone to a poor person and buying an antique flip phone for calls and texts, taking a laptop
11

to the bathroom is not normal so you probably won't do that I hope. Don't worry brother you will

get through this and God is the most gracious and most merciful and will forgive you for the
asking. Ask for strength from him also, don't be ashamed, God knows our hearts better than we
do ourselves.
* Nathan · 12 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
*
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Am I a dog abuser? How do I over guilt of killing a
dog?
The dog was a old poodle age 11. It would literally bark all day when I came home from school. I
would yell shut up and kick the cage, not the dog to get it to be quite. Every time I go near the dog it
growls. One time it bite me and the teeth fell out it was so weak and pathetic. Then a couple months
ago I had... show more
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* Yes you are a dog abuser. What you did was disgraceful and you have to learn to stop
taking out your anger on those who don't deserve it. You have taken an innocent life due to your
lack of self control. How do you get over it? The first step is acceptance. Accept that you were
entirely in the wrong and it was all your fault - no excuses. When you begin to accept this you will
finally be able to put it in your past, but another important part is to also vow to yourself that you
will never lay your hands on another animal/person in that way again. Fix your anger and change
yourself - next time you're angry remember that it will only last a few minutes but the
consequences of your actions during this time will last forever.
* Anonymous · 10 hours ago
*4
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* You sound really messed up. And, why was the dog in a cage anyway? Your whole
family sound a bit off. You actually feel guilty? Well maybe there's hope for you a psychopath
doesn't feel guilt. My advice...get some psychotherapy or meds. If you got mad enough to kill a
dog, you might one day choke your girlfriend if she issues you off.
* cindy · 12 hours ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* I hope you're a troll because if not you have serious issues. You need to go talk to
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someone because you're an animal abuser. You murdered a poor dog that's not ok at all
* Hannah Gomez · 12 hours ago
*4
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Get help before you end up in prison. You abused that poor helpless dog. Feel the guilt
because you are a loser.
* happydawg · 4 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Yes you killed a dog and thats horrible as others have said... but you have reallized that
what you did was wrong and regret it which is good. You should get another dog and love it to
death (not literally). I think you should apologize to the dog (like pray to him or her in heaven) this
may put you at peace
* hpotter123453 · 9 hours ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Troll
* jason w · 8 hours ago
*0
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* Thumbs up
*

*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* You are a terrible pathatic person and should never be around animals or children. You
need to seek help. That poor animal was treated bad from all of you if you kept the poor thing in a
cage. You are evil
* Lois · 11 hours ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
* You're a troll and an animal abuser. You are desperate for attention.
* Anonymous · 12 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Yes you should go get therapy. You should feel bad. You need to tell your parents. I am
not a pet lover, but I could not kill just because it annoyed me.You are a person so you should
have taken yourself away from the situation.
* thebigB · 14 hours ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* No real Sociopath would post on YA for a rise.
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*
* They would simply kill another dog as they ready for their first human kill!
*
* Happy trolling to orginal poster....
* OscarTheDeathCat · 8 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
*
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If a fat girl asked you if she was fat, what would you
say?
This is a test of honesty. I would straight up say yes. If you are fat, youre fat. I wont lie

Follow
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*

* If they are asking than they are asking for it. Literally. I won't go around telling people
they are fat for no reason. But I'm not gonna look a fat person in the eye and tell them they are
skinny. That's just retarded. I'd probably just shrug the question off as a hint that she doesn't want
the answer..
* Mr. · 5 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*3
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* id tell her that fat is relevant and so to a small thing like an ant she is fat but to an an
elephant, shes still fat.
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* Kent · 5 hours ago

*3
* Thumbs up
*
*1
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* I'd say a few miles on the treadmill won't kill you.
* Joel · 5 hours ago
*2
* Thumbs up
*
*2
* Thumbs down
* 1 comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Well instead just say "thick" its better than fat. Example: damn Sharkeisha you THICK AS
****!!!
* Fuck · 4 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*1
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* "Yes, you are overweight, but I still like you (as a friend). Come with me & we'll become
regular gym buddies."
* Mike · 5 hours ago
*2
* Thumbs up
*
*3
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
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*
* Yes, I would be straight up but probably in a more subtle manner.
* Moon Child · 5 hours ago
*2
* Thumbs up
*
*2
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
* I'd be ironic and say she is skinny for a laughing effect so then no harm is made.
* Source(s):Fat chick that touches herself
* Anonymous · 5 hours ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*2
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
* I'd say "suck my díck bítch and become my sex slave before I blow yo bítch åss away
with my shotgun."
* Anonymous · 5 hours ago
*2
* Thumbs up
*
*4
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* You are just the right amount of fat. :)
* Juanita · 5 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*2
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* Thumbs down
* Comment

* Report Abuse
*
* I'd say your beautiful
* Cindy · 5 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*4
* Thumbs down
*
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I have no blood circulation to my fingers. What
should I do? (Only to my right hand middle finger,
ring finger, and thumb)?
1 following
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*

* what colour is the finger? white you need to see your doctor, blue you need to go to
hospital strait away.
*
* if it's white, and this happens on a regular basis, it's either being cut off by a ring or you
could have raynauds.
*
* Edit_
*
* you really need to go to hospital, sooner the better rather then waiting to see if it get's
better, you might leave it so long the only option could be amputation if the cells die and there is
no circulation.
*
* it is that serious if you say it happened like that.
* Papercut2008uk · 14 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* 3 comments
* Report Abuse
*
* I slept weird, broke veins, and when I got feeling back to my arm, blood never flowed
back to my fingers specified. They are numb and extremely unresponsive
* steelrelic · 14 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
26

* Report Abuse

*
* see a doctor
* kelvin · 14 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Um go to the hospital
* cindy · 12 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* ............
* Melania · 14 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
*
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Os it normal to want to sleep naked?
Follow
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*

* Yes
* Queen · 4 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* It's totally normal. LOTS of people do this. They feel more comfortable. My wife does it.
* Dandintac · 3 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Depends on how cool my room is. If it's in the seventies, you bet your bippy I'm sleeping
nude.
* james o · 4 hours ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* It is in this heat. However I avoid that and just drink lots of cold water instead.
* Source(s):Christian
* Benoni "Light" · 4 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
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*
*0

* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* It's unusual but not abnormal.
*~
* Everard · 4 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*1
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
* Not if you sleep with your pets.
* Anonymous · 4 hours ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* yes it is
* Waterdragon · 4 hours ago
*2
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Ya if you have a lover with you....
* Sean · 3 hours ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
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*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* sure. i know lots who do. i dont, but i know others who do
* ☯≈♥∞☼ · 4 hours ago
*0

* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* ye
* Elizabeth · 3 hours ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
*
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How long does sex last?
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*

* 1 our
* Rasel · 5 days ago
*3
* Thumbs up
*
*6
* Thumbs down
* 1 comment
* Report Abuse
*
* About 20 seconds
* John · 4 days ago
*5
* Thumbs up
*
*5
* Thumbs down
* 4 comments
* Report Abuse
*
* Realistically between 5-20 minutes.
* hannah · 1 day ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* The Umlaklak of inner Siberia, documented by Wordworth Williams (1923) were able to
perform love making acts for a duration of 20 hours on average. This is because they waited until
the full moon to release their amorous intentions. The act is preceded by a ritual where goat
mucus and scrotal sacks from yaks are brewed into a drink called "rubadubdub." After ingesting
rubadubdub, both the men and women are then lead away to a tent where incense and aromatic
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oils from ambergris are lit to provide for erotica aromatherapy. The secret, however, is always the
full moon, that bright single testical of love floating in the sky for deep inspiration.
* ? · 2 days ago
*2
* Thumbs up
*
*2
* Thumbs down
* 1 comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Sometimes 20 minutes to 1 hour
* Tonya Lafarr · 8 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* It lasts until both partners are satisfied. Foreplay a minimum of 10 minutes. Minimum of
intercourse 15-20 minutes.
* Karoleigh · 18 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Like 30 minutes
* Yesiebabe · 3 days ago
*5
* Thumbs up
*
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*1
* Thumbs down

* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* About 1 minute
* Brian · 3 days ago
*2
* Thumbs up
*
*3
* Thumbs down
* 1 comment
* Report Abuse
* I have sex with my husband 2 hours per session. I prefer sucking penis for 10 minutes
before moving off to the other stages
* Anonymous · 3 days ago
*7
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* If you mean sexual intercourse, it can last as long as you are able to keep going when
using the right technique. It can be from a few minutes to several hours depending on the stamina
of the participants. .
* Bryan · 1 day ago
*2
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
*
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I want to kill myself....Im tired of living. (Long
question by the way)?
I just need someone to talk to. I am really sad and i just wanna die. Like seriously. Here are the
reasons why i wanna kill myself 1. My penis is 4 inches long...Dont say oh its how you use it because
woman like 5-8 inches or even bigger. Its small and no woman will like it 2. I stand only at 5ft and 2
inches... show more

Update: ADD ON TO TO MY QUESTION #1 (ik all this isnt a question but idk what else to call it so im
just gonna put question) I look really young for my age, im 17 but i look about 13 or 14 years old. My
regular doctor should have told my mom i was to short for my age a long time ago because i was
always very short for... show more

Update 2: ADD ON #3 Im a sexual person and yet i cant be sexual because i have a 4 inch penis
which wont please nothing. So now i have to suppress my sexual feelings and act as if im asexual. Im
pretty good looking but my body is to young for my age. My penis fits my body like my penis doesnt
look to small for it or big... show more

Update 3: JUST IGNORE THE ADD ON PARTS My body looks underdeveloped for my age like i look
young and dont even look close to an adult. Also i didnt even get my last growth sput from teen to
adult and my doctor says my growth plates look closed??? HGH wont help now. But i think im going to
be gay and just be bottom *****. I... show more
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Update 4: I just wanna die because im underdeveloped and theres no fixing it. Mabey ill run into a
woman with my issue and maybe my height and looks young as well idk but she just might cheat on
me cuz im only packing a 4 in. Ill be sure to let woman know this before we just waste each others
time. If i have no luck with... show more

Update 5: But idk if i should kill myself or not... but ill find out whats wrong with me this Thursday at
my doctors appointment

Update 6: Thank you all. Ill keep at it with my life and ill update this after my doctors appointment.
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*

* I'm 16 and a girl and I dont care about size. I'm being serious. Short guys are cute too.
I'm almost 5 ft so if I stand next to a tall guy I look way smaller. It's awkward and makes me feel
like a small child
* . Maybe who knows.. you'll probably have a growth spurt later on. I mean you're only 17
and most guys don't stop growing until 20 or something. At least you're not 6'6 cuz your dick
would look even smaller compared to your smaller frame. Haha. It probably looks okay since your
short so don't worry. Don't kill yourself. Find a girl who will love you for you :)
* . · 1 day ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* well, sonny- as you're young enough to be my son - to begin with...
* you're at the utmost age of growing and flourishing in every way-on one hand-and a very
difficult age -too-on the other hand...
* you're not so short to begin with...
* and provided your growth plates aren't closed ( which should probably be the case at
your age- until proven otherwise) you might still grow...
* beyond this- something has to change in your life...something essential...
* your attitude , too, sir...
* You might need to do your best to boost your self- esteem and self- confidence...to learn
/ get used to love and respect yourself along with respecting others..yeah....
* by allmeans-I hereby beg you: refrain, repeat-REFRAIN - from ANY form of even trying
to self- harm or take your own life- whatsoever...
* heed the fact that NO ONE and NOTHING is worth your paying the price of your life...
* by the way- there are much more about attracting and pleasing a woman...
* heed also the fact that such a ''try''( of hurting yourself) - even a ''failed'' one- can leave
you both physically and further mentally disabled for good...
* you deffinitely deserve much better than this...
* Alfred · 1 day ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
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* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* It's going to be alright. Your worrying about something that's not really in your control at
all. Okay so what your penis is 4 inches and? Girls are gonna like you regardless if the like it and
it doesn't even matter. You have time to grow also and might be a late bloomer and if not SO
WHAT? Yea you may be short and? You ot to learn to love yourself for who you are. The only
person who can make you happy is YOURSELF. Whatever happens happens and it doesn't make
if your short or tall because YOU ARE YOU you need to accept yourself or you will live terribly.
Think of it this way " God gives us something we have to fix and work on whether it be mentally or
physically.". You need to work on your self esteem and understand it's not a BIG DEAL! You have
plenty time to grow! Your only 17. God doesn't give us anything WE as people can't handle ,
remember this. When your feeling down please go for a walk and talk things out with yourself or
maybe even God. Your not as bad as you think u R man
* erika · 1 day ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* 2 comments
* Report Abuse
* Hey. I feel the same way. If you every want to talk to someone Feel free to txt me on kik
my kik is Kendall_austin1998
* Anonymous · 12 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Different women like different things, there are women who like black men, there are
those who like Asians, there are those who like fat men, there are those who like women
(lesbians), there are those who like children (pedophiles) and yes, there are those who like men
with short penises. Look, there are many midgets much shorter than you who were able to marry
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normal sized women. You'll be fine if you stop with the negativity.
* J · 1 day ago

*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* no ,do not suicide. it is very vital. thihnk about hereafter
* Nikola · 3 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
*
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Why did God make woman so beautiful yet so
flawed?
why do woman have to bleed when they have pms? What was God thinking about that design?

Why can't the pull out shot work more consistently needing many sperm to get pregnant?

why do some woman have small breasts?

why doesn't the vagina vibrate more and more ribbed?
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* God didn't make woman, nature did - our current bodies are the most effective and well
functioning version of humankind, this is a result of millions of years of evolution. We're beautiful
and flawed just like every other person.
*
* - Why do woman have to bleed when they have pms?
*
* PMS is a SOCIAL CONSTRUCT not a biological function - God did not give women
PMS, culture did. PMS is a term used to describe negative symptoms leading up to menstruation PMS is largely unknown outside of Western culture and has no scientific proof to support it's
existence, it's a result of cultural ideas about menstruation: e.g. women taught that menstruating
makes them moody so they subconsciously act moody as they've been given 'permission' when
otherwise women are expected to be passive, or women are taught menstruation is gross so this
influences how they feel during menstruation. Women do not have to have PMS.
*
* Women bleed because it's part of our menstrual cycle, it means that our uterine lining is
fresh every cycle ready for the potential of a new life growing within our bodies - that is a very
positive thing - aside from the fact this ensure we can continue human life, menstrual cycles
protect us from many health problems and as a major bodily function the menstrual cycle as a
whole has a wide range of influences on us physically, mentally, and neurologically. Menstruation
and cycles as a whole are wonderful, beneficial to women and beautiful in its function.
*
* - Why can't the pull out shot work more consistently needing many sperm to get
pregnant?
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*

* I have no idea what this is supposed to mean, except maybe asking why we need
multiple sperm to get pregnant. We need multiple sperm as a means of 'survival of the fittest' with
only the healthiest sperm surviving to fertilize an egg - with the fact women need more sex to
increase arousal and are capable of multiple orgasms meaning we evolved to seek more partners
to further ensure only the strongest mates with strongest sperm get us pregnant.
*
* - Why do some woman have small breasts?
*
* Normal human variation, small breasts is not a flaw - all breasts are capable of attracting
mates, responding to sexual stimulation, and feeding infants - smaller breasts are as capable as
bigger breasts, and more convenient.
*
* - Why doesn't the vagina vibrate more and more ribbed?
*
* Women are not walking vibrators, why on earth would we need vibrating vaginas?! The
vagina is perfectly ribbed, rugae do the job they are supposed to do by allowing the vagina to both
be small and yet be able to stretch enough to allow an entire human being to pass through, there
is no need for the vagina to be ribbed any more than it is.
* Anonymous · 4 days ago
* 12
* Thumbs up
*
* 11
* Thumbs down
* 1 comment
* Report Abuse
* 1) The body prepares for ovulation by dramatically increasing the amount of blood and
tissue in the uterus in anticipation of quickly and rapidly supplying the fertilized egg with nutrients
and the optimal environment to grow. Maintaining this extra tissue when there is no egg is
wasteful and uses up too much energy, so it is, instead, sloughed off during menstruation. God
was thinking 'I want humans to survive'
* 2) Because... procreation is good? Once again, God was thinking 'I want humans to
survive'
* 3) Genetics. Also because Women aren't made for your pleasure.
* 4) Because Women aren't made for your pleasure. Also, I don't think men need any more
encouragement than they already have... do you?
* Anonymous · 4 days ago
*7
* Thumbs up
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*
*1
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* 1) The body prepares for ovulation by dramatically increasing the amount of blood and
tissue in the uterus in anticipation of quickly and rapidly supplying the fertilized egg with nutrients
and the optimal environment to grow. Maintaining this extra tissue when there is no egg is
wasteful and uses up too much energy, so it is, instead, sloughed off during menstruation. God
was thinking 'I want humans to survive'
* 2) Because... procreation is good? Once again, God was thinking 'I want humans to
survive'
* 3) Genetics. Also because Women aren't made for your pleasure.
* 4) Because Women aren't made for your pleasure. Also, I don't think men need any more
encouragement than they already have... do you?
* Topheh · 4 days ago
*3
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* and men are not flawed? I think so they smell, make messes, wine when have colds,
expect us even when sick to suck them off use our booties fro cream shots,act like we don't care
when we put a little weight on after pregnant, think we should have 3 somes with our best friend
so they can satisfy the little boy in them. Oh and go away with friends to Vegas for a weekend and
do who knows what. But yup women are flawed.
* mk · 4 days ago
*9
* Thumbs up
*
*2
* Thumbs down
* 1 comment
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* Report Abuse
*

* Women weren't made for you or any man, k? Women bleed because they have a
functioning uterous and didn't fertilize that egg. Some women have small boobs because that's
that. Small boobs are beautiful. And if you don't think so, then keep your preference to yourself.
Those aren't even "flaws" so chill out. And if you want a fucki*g vibrating vagina then by a pocket
p*ssy or get over it. Our bodies arent sex machines for your personal pleasure.
* sarah · 1 day ago
*6
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* 1 comment
* Report Abuse
*
* We are no more flawed than men. We evolved toward a particular set of complementary
roles in reproduction, that we both do so well we cover the planet. Our bodies evolved to get
pregnant, give birth and nurture them. We do things guys can't do, and they aren't flaws!
* Jessica · 2 days ago
*2
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* The utter stupidity of this question bothers me to the point that i have to answer. Women
are not flawed. This question can be answered in one sentence. The man who asked it is below
average IQ and is the reason why men are acuses of all being inconsiderate assholes. When
really the only men that are inconsiderate assholes are the men that are inconsiderate assholes.
Dont waste your time on this guy ladies he is literally every bad aspect of a man in one body.
Instead use your time on men like me who have above average IQ and dont ask questions like
this garbage.
* Malachi · 1 day ago
*3
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
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* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Interesting. Now tell me, how the heck do you think you got here? Some Lady went
through an awful lot of pain to bring you into this World! And this is how you thank her for her
sacrifice?
* Good luck with that,
* Makkie · 2 days ago
*6
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
* If they were not flawed, they would not put up with men who want to do things like skin a
deer in a freshly cleaned kitchen.
* Anonymous · 4 days ago
*3
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* I agree, periods are stupid. They are inconvenient for the man and the woman acts like a
B. My female cat doesn't bleed, God should have a redo on that part of the woman.
* No Summertime · 4 days ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*5
* Thumbs down
*
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Does drinking lots of water make you fat?
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*

* No, it does not. I am thin and I drink TONS of water. And many athletes slimmer and
leaner than me drink even more. If you drink more, you pee more, so it doesn't stay in you, and
anyway water is a very different thing than fat. Fat is stored calories, and water has none.
* squidy · 16 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Drinking water will not make you fat unless you consume a lot of sodium which causes
you to retain water and become bloated.
* Madalyn Mitchell · 11 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Well it wont make you fat but if you get on a scale you will probably have some weight
because of the water
* Alan · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Well no maybe water retention which puts on weight but it isn't fat
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* Meals Custom For Ants · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* If it does, it's due only to water retention.
* spacemissing · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Nope!
* ♡ · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* No of course not! If actually does the opposite
* Usagi · 1 day ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
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* Report Abuse

*
* Only if your a puffer fish .
* Johnny · 8 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* No
* Emily Purdy · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* No
* Ryan · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
*
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Bump on my shoulder...should I be worried?
So firstly I'm a 29 year old male. cancer is in my family, my grandad, two uncles and more recently my
mom passed away two months ago and she had breast cancer. Couple weeks ago I felt a bump on my
shoulder...not big...just a slight bigger than a pea...it does not hurt and it's mostly moveable...the
doctor... show more
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Best Answer: You should go back. Most likely a cyst...I had one on my hip, had an
ultrasound and antibiotics and it is still not gone. It is likely it is nothing important. No offense,
but why would you want to find out later? Wouldn't your husband be devastated that his new
wife has cancer?
ChemoAngel · 3 days ago
1
Thumbs up

0
Thumbs down
Comment
Asker's rating
Report Abuse
*
* I wouldn't worry about it too much at this point. If your doctor doesn't seem too
concerned, it's probably nothing. It could just be a benign cyst.
*
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* If it is just a normal reactive lymph node, chances that whatever triggured it, is viral in

nature which would explain why the antibiotics haven't been effective. Viruses just need to run
their course, which can take several weeks.
*
* If you start to exhibit other symptoms such as unplanned weight-loss, fatigue or night
sweats then you should go in for tests.
*
* But for now just relax and stop worrying about something that hasn't happened yet.
*
* Just so you know...I'm a cancer survivor. 2.5 years cancer free and feeling great.
* Vince · 2 days ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* If you are worried about it, why didn't you go back to the doctor? That's the advice. We
can't see or examine it, so we don't know what it is. Your doctor is in a better position to know. It
seems you are more into a spiral now worrying about cancer than if you actually do something.
*
* If your doctor thought it was cancer, he would have biopsied it right away. So very
unlikely it is cancer. You should get treatment for your anxiety disorder as it will screw up your
marriage.
* Source(s):mental patient advocate
* Libraryanna · 3 days ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* go to another doctor or a hospital for help
* nikita · 3 days ago
*1
* Thumbs up
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*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* You should get a cancer test done and you will see if you have it or not
* Julian · 3 days ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
*
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Im a 16 year old 5 foot 6 girl and i weigh 410 pounds.
i know im a bit overweight people have been calling
me obese recently. is this true?
ive always been quite big but recently ive started noticing that people are starting to make mean
comments and call me obese even strangers in the street. last week i went swimming with friends and
i was chased out of the pool by a group of boys who called me a whale and a fat pig. so i was
wondering whether theyre... show more
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Best Answer: Okay first of all...you seem like a very nice young girl but don't let those
mean names bring you down. I honestly don't think it's right for people to call you names like
that. Its pretty sad how people gotta judge book by its cover before reading the book. The
truth is yes you are overweight for your age because you are still quite young that's a nicer
way to say it other than you know "fat ***" & few other harsh words which I rather hurt you
with the truth other than hurting you with a lie.My best advice is why not think about working
out? Exercise, go to the gym, or do Zumba. Make sure to drink plenty of water stay away
from junk foods/sodas and eat healthy! Instead of letting those means words/name calling
get to you why not let them motivated you? That way you can loose the weight and be quite
thinner and then they'll be all shocked asf who will be the stupids now exactly them.You can
do this and you're still young so right now this is your chance for a change for the best of you
Yesiebabe · 5 days ago
20
Thumbs up

4
Thumbs down
1 comment
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Asker's rating
Report Abuse
*
* I believe 410 would be obese for anyone under 8 foot tall, that's just to be real. If this isn't
a troll, I would suggest you watch my 600 pound life, it will be on TLC Sunday at 9pm. Going
vegan will definitely help, you don't have to but your situation/ condition is life treating!!! If you
have a food addiction, there are many plant based options that would be good to try. But you are
in danger of many health problems if they aren't affecting you already. It's all love and whatever
you do I wish you the best.
* Mona · 1 day ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*1
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Did you mean 140, or 410? Either way, since you clearly like swimming, keep that up and
you will lose weight. You son't have to cut foods out of your diet, just eat in moderation and eat
the right portion size.
*
* If you are 410, then you would be obese and that can cause many health risks.
*
* If you are 140, then you are a perfectly normal and healthy weight!
* B · 4 days ago
*6
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Idk if you meant 140 or 410 but if you are, yes you are overweight but it's nothing to be
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ashamed of. And it doesn't mean you aren't beautiful. But it does cause many health risks. I was

200 lbs after I had my baby and all I've done is cut out soda from my diet and I've already lost
almost 20 lbs and it was only 2 months ago. And I feel a lot better! I would suggest doing that. But
keep in mind no matter what you weigh people will make fun of you for something, people are just
cruel. Don't forget to love yourself! That's all that matters.
* Bri · 4 days ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* If you are saying 410 pounds, yes that is very overweight. I would urge you to seriously
workout and have a check at your nearest GP or something just in case.
* If you are saying 140 that isn't bad at all! I would encourage you to take a healthier
lifestyle and workout but nothing too bad!
* Good Luck both ways: I've had problems with weight and was called names constantly
so I completely understand you.
* Adeline · 2 days ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* If this is not trolling, I'm sorry, but you're obese. A healthy BMI is between 18.5 to 24.9,
your BMI would be 66.2. If you are 140 pounds, you're healthy! Those boys are wrong and are
being jerks. Here are some general weight loss tips if you want to loose weight:
* 1. Eat more fruits and vegetables
* 2. Eat less dairy, meat, and sweets.
* 3. Try to move more
* 4. Eat foods with protein and fiber so you will be fuller faster.
* 5. Drink lots of water - 64 to 128+ ounces a day.
* Nicole · 5 days ago
* 11
* Thumbs up
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*2
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Yes you are fat you are 5-6 410 pounds that's to over weight I'm 5-8 I'm 217 but I'm a
guy
* randy · 3 days ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*3
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* I am guessing that you meant to write 140 lbs, not 410. If so, your height is about the
75th percentile, so your 75th percentile weight at age 16 is also 140. That makes your BMI 22.6,
well in the normal range. In a fashion conscious society focused on thinness, you would be
perceived as overweight.
*
* Now if you really are 410 pounds, that is a different story, and you know it.
* greydoc6 · 6 days ago
* 14
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* If you were meaning 140 lbs you are not obese! I'm also 5'6 and I'm 20 years old and my
doctor told me I'm suppose to weigh 145. Everything is based off of your height and bone
structure for how much you should weigh. I have medium sized bones and most women have
small sized bones. I was bullied through middle school and was called fat and over weight but I
really wasn't, I was just bigger boned than most of the girls I went to school with. Don't let it drag
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you down Hun, if you weigh 140, honestly you probably look fine and those people making fun of
you at school are just jerks who have nothing better to do with their time and make fun of other

people to feel better about themselves.
* Charity · 4 days ago
*2
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* 1 comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Don't worry! If, like people are saying, you meant to put 140 then you are brilliantly
normal and not obese. If the people who are being rude are thinner than you, then it's they that
are unhealthy, and not you. If it is 410 that you weigh, also don't worry! Lots of people have
trouble managing their weight, and being a teenager certainly makes it harder. There are many
ways that you can find support to help you cope with it. If you know there are things that can help
you get back to normal, do them. Don't let anyone hold you back. Hope this helped!
* Chris · 4 days ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
*
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I touched my sister in her sleep?
Well I was about 11 and my sister was about 9-10 she was wearing a dressing gown with no panties
on and she fell asleep next to me under the covers I just wanted to see her panties but It was to dark
to see so I got a torch and looked under the cover at my amazement she was butt naked and I was so
amazed that I had... show more
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* What ever done cannot be undone as there is no delete button. Hence forget it and next
time on wards treat her as your own sister . Do not utter a word to her about what you did . You
just appolgise to GOD for what you have done . Best regards.
* balan · 24 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* I don't know this story is true or not but I also kissed my sister and she also kissed me I
was 12 years old & she was 11 years old she is my cousin she also gave me a hand job & suck
my dick penis and I lick her pussy and my sister's girlfriend came after sometime she also joined
us & this is not story it's really true god promise & I am now 15 years old so it's normal.
* goo · 15 hours ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* You either have a panty fetish, lil girlie fetish, or seem to love posting this a number of
times. Doing ANYTHING sexual to someone who's asleep is a great way to end up with a black
eye, or charged.
* Zac · 1 day ago
*1
* Thumbs up
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*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* that was not a cool thing to do .. and if this is true it was what 3 years ago? the best thing
to do is let it go and let it out of your mind .. if you follow God or whatever pray say a prayer
whatever and hopefully youll get a better mind set .. im sure that path will not turn out well.
* towow · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
* kid couldn't even make a proper troll story lmao, u started with telling u were about 11
and at last u say that ur 14, lol ok
* ******* slit your self lmao, ur waste to earth
* Anonymous · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*1
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* You put the experience down to boy curiosity and forget it and concentrate on girls
outside your family.
* Fred · 7 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
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* honestly nothing is really wrong, if you see a naked girl you'd prob want to touch her if
you can.
* Cody · 20 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* thats a tad odd but you've matured over the years. don't do it again, just jack off if horny
* Dar · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* You will be going to hell for your misdeed --- tell your minister/priest and ask for
forgiveness
* Bob · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* Well there is nothing to do as it has apparently already happened.
* John · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
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Does donald trump need ritalin?
Update: he keeps saying things he regrets and apologizes for later, so its like an abrupt speaking,
blurting, ritalin child
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* Ritalin doesn't react the same in adults as it does in children. It riles adults up.
* Sally · 1 day ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
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* Thumbs down
* 1 comment
* Report Abuse
*
* WE are gonna need something stronger than ritalin
* if he becomes President.
* Merlin · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* He needs some sort of help. Can you imagine him with the nuclear codes and his finger
on the button. That's not what I meant to do! Sorry about that!
* Bryan · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* He no doubt has ADD, but Ritalin doesn't fix stupid.
* truth seeker · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*1
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
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* No, as a long term cokehead, I'm sure his "friends" sell him any pill he wants.
* Girl Puncher · 1 day ago

*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* no idiot liberals attempting odd and ill fitting smears need a heavy dose of reality.
* koalatcomics · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* 1 comment
* Report Abuse
*
* illegal immigrants deserve the right to vote in America.
* it's a free country.
* Lois Griffin · 1 day ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*1
* Thumbs down
* 1 comment
* Report Abuse
*
* I'd use thorazine or stelazine.
* ckm1956 · 13 hours ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
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* he has no problem staying focused on a task without medication.
* mayo_carl · 1 day ago
*0
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
* Comment
* Report Abuse
*
* drugs are not the answer to everything
* Paladin · 1 day ago
*1
* Thumbs up
*
*0
* Thumbs down
*
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